Two decades of microprocessor architecture driven by quantitative 90/10 optimization has delivered an extraordinary 1000-fold improvement in microprocessor performance, enabled by transistor scaling which improved density, speed, and energy. Recent generations of technology have produced limited benefits in transistor speed and power, so as a result the industry has turned to multicore parallelism for performance scaling . Long-range studies [1, 2] indicate that radical approaches are needed in the coming decade -extreme parallelism, near-threshold voltage scaling (and resulting poor single-thread performance), and tolerance of extreme variability -are required to maximize energy efficiency and compute density. These changes create major new challenges in architecture and software.
Introduction
Two decades of microprocessor architecture driven by quantitative 90/10 optimization has delivered an extraordinary 1000-fold improvement in microprocessor performance, enabled by transistor scaling which improved density, speed, and energy. Recent generations of technology have produced limited benefits in transistor speed and power, so as a result the industry has turned to multicore parallelism for performance scaling. Long-range studies [1, 2] indicate that radical approaches are needed in the coming decade -extreme parallelism, near-threshold voltage scaling (and resulting poor single-thread performance), and tolerance of extreme variability -are required to maximize energy efficiency and compute density. These changes create major new challenges in architecture and software. The implications of these approaches are daunting parallelism requirements (10 3 to 10 9 ), and extremely poor single-thread performance (10x slower [17] ), and extreme variability (5x or more). See [4] for a summary of these technology scaling challenges, open research problems, and possible approaches. Through two decades of rapid performance improvement, the dominant optimization paradigm has been 90/10 [3] , which focuses on 90% of the workload and on optimizing the activities of that dominant portion to optimize a general-purpose architecture. However, technology scaling and architecture trends do not favor investment of hardware resources in a general-purpose, high performance core.
We propose a new approach, 10x10, which focuses on customized design (heterogeneity) to make most efficient use of each transistor's switching energy to ameliorate the extreme energy challenges. There's a broad consensus that heterogeneity in architecture and implementation has the potential to reduce energy and increase performance [5, 6] , however these techniques have not made it into the mainstream because of 90/10 thinking (general-purpose core centric), and reluctance to introduce instruction set heterogeneity in an undisciplined fashion due to fears about its support cost -both functional and performance for the future. However we believe it is critical not to limit ourselves to homogeneous parallelism going forward as we need to be able to exploit all kinds of parallelism. Our focus is exploration of a new type of building block -a 10x10 architecture -which exploits the known benefits of customization for energy efficiency and performance, but does so in a fashion that enables programmability and parallel scalability.
We outline the 10x10 framework and architecture. 10x10 is a systematic approach which enables heterogeneity to be introduced and managed as an architectural element. The approach clusters applications into sets of less frequent cases (ie. 10% cases), and creates specialized architecture, implementation, and software solutions for each of these clusters, achieving significantly better energy efficiency and performance for each cluster. 10x10 is exemplified by optimizing ten different 10% cases, and it reflects a radical shift away from the 90/10 optimization paradigm framed by Amdahl and popularized in [3] . The choice of 10 is somewhat arbitrary, as the right number will be empirically determined based on a wide range of factors, including application structures, hardware design and manufacturing cost, software cost, and so on. The key to 10x10 is the partitioning of the general-purpose computing optimization problem into a reasonably small-set discrete optimization problem, unlocking the potential for energy efficiency and performance gains through customization. And, 10x10 supports stable architecture by creating a disciplined method for analyzing and optimizing for workloads which share like properties, and doing so as a subset of the larger workloads. The four critical ideas are: 1) Application Clusters and a Broad Embrace of Heterogeneity for Energy Efficiency, 2) Deep Integration of Custom Microengines to simplify Software Challenges, 3) Exploit Poor Energy Technology Scaling to reduce Heterogeneity Cost and 4) Architect and Integrate Heterogeneity to simplify Software Challenges.
In addition, there are two key technical challenges that must be addressed by the software tool chain. First, the micro-engines represent additional back-end code targets for the software tool chain. Second, multiple microengines requires that the software partition the application, coordinate across use of different micro-engines (1 or at most a few at a time due to power limits), and do so intelligently. We outline simple approaches to these problems, and argue that they are tractable in a 10x10 architecture because of the deep integration of the micro-engines.
The five major technical contributions of the paper are: 1) Definition of 10x10 application workload clustering, 2) Definition of 10x10 architecture, 3) A sample 10x10 application clustering based on well-known benchmark suites, 4) A sample 10x10 architecture consisting of seven specialized micro-engines, 5) A software approach which leverages the existing software tool chains and renders 10x10 practicable in contemporary software environments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate the heterogeneous architecture approach, explaining how historical obstacles are addressed by the 10x10 approach. Section 3 describes the 10x10 paradigm and how it enables a new approach to architectural management of heterogeneity. Section 4 shows how existing application benchmark suites can be clustered to form a basis for 10x10, and then applies them to develop a 10x10 architecture with seven micro-engines. Section 5 addresses the software challenges for 10x10, making the case that existing software tool chains can be leveraged for programming 10x10 architectures. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 summarizes and discusses future research directions.
The Problem: Making the Benefits of Heterogeneity Accessible
The performance and energy-efficiency advantages of customized hardware implementations (termed accelerators, custom-computing, or ASICs) are widely recognized in the computer architecture community. In the context of media processing, graphics, or signal processing customized systems can deliver energy-delay product improvements of 100-fold or more compared to general-purpose microprocessors. Representative examples of the hundreds of such systems include: low-level accelerators for H.264 and MPEG , vision and graphics accelerators [7, 8, 9] , base band processing engines [10] , and high level application customized architectures [11, 12, 13] , and dynamically configurable systems [6, 14] .
Heterogeneous approaches which make major architectural change to achieve large performance gains [6, 7, 8 ] narrow their applicability, achieving these benefits to a few application areas with little benefit to the rest. Accelerators have had inefficient coupling with the CPU, increasing overhead --complicating partitioning and scheduling. Nearly all of these accelerators have been implemented as discrete chips or add-on boards, accruing a significant cost. Discrete implementation also creates a software problem -of scarce deployment -limiting the motivation for software tool chains to support them. Finally, many accelerators developed have poor high level programmability -targeting low-level library developers, "embedding" the accelerators. In summary, the energy efficiency advantages of heterogeneity are widely acknowledged, few of these "custom" techniques have made it into large-scale deployment, and none have become the mainstream because of four critical challenges to heterogeneity: 1) Limited Breadth of Applicability: performance improvement or increased energy efficiency delivered on only a small part of the application space, 2) Inefficient Coupling: runtime cost of data movement, synchronization, format translation between computing elements, 3) Cost: the Si area/transistors and power budget, as weighed against the benefits and 4) Software (programmability, management, and maintenance): Tool chain and programming complexity; locality, synchronization, and long-term costs
The 10x10 Framework
Some heterogeneity exists in today's microprocessors (floating point, vector/multimedia units, etc.). However, this the lack of a systematic and integrated approach to heterogeneous computing has resulted in little progress towards mainstream adoption of heterogeneity as a dominant paradigm. However today the energy efficiency gap has become so large (as much as 500x [15, 16, 17] ) that the incentive to solve these problems in a systematic way is tremendous. The 10x10 framework and architecture represents a systematic approach to overcoming all four critical obstacles to heterogeneity. By creating a structured approach to understanding how to introduce such heterogeneity and of understanding of its benefits and costs, the 10x10 framework creates a disciplined approach to introducing heterogeneity as an architectural element. It unlocks the potential for energy efficiency and performance gains through customization by creating a disciplined method for analyzing and optimizing for workloads which share like properties, and doing so as a subset of the larger workloads. The critical ideas include:
Application Clusters and a Broad Embrace of Heterogeneity for Energy Efficiency
The 10x10 framework begins with a broad view of the application space, departing from key traditional approaches to thinking about computer systems design. Rather than focus on the "common case" (the central assumption of 90/10 optimization [3] ), 10x10 takes a broad view, recognizing that it is essential to expose the distinctive characteristics of application phases, to enable customization for more efficient execution. We will undertake a broad application analysis to identify 10 "application clusters" (each on average 10% of the workload). Working with the architects, we will negotiate these groupings to enable both programmability and major potential gains in energy efficiency and performance. Ten application clusters implies that a 10x10 architecture may incorporate as many as 10 custom micro-engines which collectively enable dramatically greater energy efficiency. We believe that such a broad embrace of heterogeneity will overcome "limited breadth of applicability", and expose both large (10x for particular clusters) and broad benefits (coverage of a large application space), creating a large enough overall benefit to enable the adoption of heterogeneity.
Deep Integration of Custom Micro-engines
The deep integration of custom micro-engines into the cores gives them equal high-speed access to the memory hierarchy and enables them to collaborate efficiently (see Figure 2 ). Data is shared at the highest level (nominally L1 cache). The micro-engines are aggressively power-gated when not in use. In general only one micro-engine will be active at a time, but we may diverge from this dogmatic view slightly. Data sharing between micro-engines is then normally temporal (a micro-engine finds in the cache and memory data generated by a previous micro-engine). This deep integration via cache reduces the overhead for data sharing and synchronization, enabling micro-engines switching at fine-granularity -perhaps as few as 100 operations. Further, the 10 micro-engines can be targeted and designed to complement each other -for example one might choose to build separate short-data type engines for media and signal processing workloads, or if it makes sense in terms of cost and energy, separate them and customize. Of course, deep integration is feasible only if one is contemplating a microprocessor designed for energy efficiency (exactly the ambition of DARPA's UHPC program [26] ). To achieve the most efficient coupling across micro-engines, we will use the same data representations across micro-engines (a constraint not generally respected for accelerators). This is our initial design point for 10x10 architectures, but we expect it to evolve as compelling micro-engine customization opportunities emerge (and software matures to manage increased complexity).
Exploit Poor Energy Scaling (Dark Silicon) to reduce Heterogeneity Cost Figure 1. Scaling will increase transistor budget by 2x per generation, but modest energy scaledown (1.3x per generation) may limit the ability to exploit transistors for logic. There may be as much as 5x excess logic transistors in a 25/75 chip and 8x in a 50/50 chip for 10x10 to exploit.
The 10x10 proposal which increases the number of logic transistors dramatically might appear wasteful, but a close look at microprocessor design trends suggests otherwise. Recent CMOS technology scaling and projections continue to yield 2x transistor density, but limited energy scaling per generation. For several generations, core design has been limited by power [4, 19] . Recent projections (see Figure 1 ) indicate that logic transistors on future microprocessors will be limited primarily by energy. With a modest allocation of chip area to logic (mostly inactive), there is indeed room for 10x10 micro-engines. For a 50% logic/50% cache (by area) microprocessor , the projections show a 10x10 transistor opportunity of over 8-fold. In a more conservative 25/75 microprocessor, the opportunity is over 4-fold. While the area is not free, using it for 10x10 micro-engines instead of additional cache (the energy feasible alternative) is likely to yield greater performance. The obvious alternative, adding more traditional cores, is not energy feasible. Further, if 10x10 micro-engines deliver on higher performance, say 10x faster, a 10x10 system might deliver the same performance with one-tenth the parallelism -alleviating by an orderof-magnitude the parallelism challenge all systems face. Additionally, when heterogeneous task-level and/or datapipeline parallelism is available, 10x10 may deploy multiple micro-engines and with much higher efficiency.
Architect and Integrate Heterogeneity to simplify Software Challenges
10x10 introduces heterogeneity in an integrated fashion, and therefore under the control of a microprocessor designer. This ensures that the software requirements are architected systematically and heterogeneity carefully managed within a single design (which micro-engines, make sure they work well together) and across multiple generations (evolution and compatibility). Deep integration eases the difficulties of scheduling/partitioning. At the macro-scale, architectural management increases the software ecosystem's ability to support the heterogeneity and exploit its benefits. For example, one might reasonably expect continuity in individual micro-engines from generation to generation, and our scheme will provide simple guidance on which micro-engines are likely to perform best for different specific application phases. 0 500,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,500,000,000 10x10 Oppty (25%) Active Logic Baseline 0 500,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,500,000,000 2,000,000,000 10x10 Oppty (50%)
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There are two key technical challenges that must be addressed by the software tool chain to enable 10x10. First, the micro-engines represent additional back-end code targets for the software tool chain. This represents additional complexity, but because these micro-engines will be carefully architected for code generation, we believe that the effort to support these micro-engines will be within current complexity for the varied platforms (e.g. embedded, ARM variations, etc.) that many compilers already generate code for, and that this form of support is more realistic than the open models required by FPGA-based models [6, 20] . Second, multiple micro-engines requires that the software partition the application, coordinate across use of different micro-engines (1 or at most a few at a time due to power limits), and do so intelligently. We will research simple approaches to these problems, and believe they are tractable in a 10x10 architecture framework because of the deep integration of the micro-engines.
Applying 10x10: an Initial Application Clustering and Strawman Architecture
It has long been recognized that application workloads have a broad variety of characteristics, and as a result, the processor benchmarking has been based on diverse collections of benchmark programs [21] . To develop and exercise the 10x10 paradigm, we use the industry-standard SPEC benchmark suite [22] , the NAS parallel benchmarks [18] , and the DARPA UHPC challenge applications [26] , and map them into the Berkeley Motifs [23], a suite of computation types recently assembled as the basis for multicore software and hardware research and building Phil Collela's Seven Dwarves [24] .
The SPEC benchmarks have been used to measure microprocessor performance for nearly twenty years. The most recent suite, SPEC2006, has two distinct components -integer and floating point. SPECint, is a collection of C/C++ programming benchmarks that test integer computations and data structure analysis. Within this suite, benchmarks range from simple decision-class games such as Go and Chess, to branch-and-bound computations, all the way to video and image compression. The SPECfp benchmarks focus on floating point calculations over a large data sets, adding Fortran applications. Many applications in the SPECfp suite are scientific modeling experiments, including biology and physics problems that rely on grid computations and N-body problems. The SPEC2006 benchmarks model the broad variety of possible use. In the case of 10x10, these programs give us a sample of the diversity of applications to develop clusters for micro-engines.
NAS parallel benchmarks consist of parallel kernel benchmarks and three simulated application benchmarks. Together they mimic the computation and data movement characteristics of large scale computational fluid dynamics applications [18] . The DARPA UHPC challenge applications reflect compelling decision support, signal processing, intelligent and semantic reasoning, graph applications, and traditional HPC applications [18] .
We map these three sets of benchmarks onto a well-developed taxonomy of computational structures called the Berkeley motifs. There are 13 motifs in all, capturing classes of programs that range from dense/sparse linear algebra, to combinational logic and finite state machines. On top of the Berkeley motifs, we have added an additional motif, image and media processing. The recent increase in rich media applications has been so great that nearly all processors now have media extensions or accelerators. So, we add image/media processing as yet another application cluster that we would like to be able to work with in a 10x10 system. Our general approach is to use static and dynamic analysis to classify and cluster application benchmarks and motifs based on their computational structure [25] . We use the benchmarks and motifs to collectively capture the range of calculations that applications do, and specific benchmarks to capture the opportunity to customize for greater efficiency and performance in a micro-engine. By nature this is an iterative process. One defines (nominally 10) different buckets, analyzes benchmarks and motifs, places them into these buckets (clusters), checks for coverage, designs a micro-engine for each cluster customized to achieve high efficiency, evaluates the resulting efficiency. The iterative step is to recluster, reimplement, and if necessary broaden the set of applications studied. A longer term goal is to find a covering set of such structures for all applications (idioms [25]). Our preliminary study involved a manual analysis of the application benchmarks in the SPEC suite, the NAS parallel benchmarks, and the UHPC challenge applications [26] . The resulting clusters are outlined in Table 1 . The critical idea for 10x10 design slices is then to enable customization specific data types, operations, and computational structures as embodied an application's use of an algorithm, a phase, datatypes, or even a single loop or procedure. To achieve that, in contrast to the general pressure on traditional microprocessor cores to be 90/10 efficient, the 10x10 slices should be narrow enough to enable 10x better energy efficiency in each domain. For the cluster's we've derived, a range of implementation optimizations in the micro-engines is possible. For image, media, signal processing -fixed point and special format operations. For irregular matrix, graph-based, and n-body problems -transformation of memory access to match memory system and fast data synchronization and task scheduling. For data mining and sensor data processing -bit, symbol, character level operations. For decision class and streaming data sensor problems -micro-engine can support efficient task management, synchronization, and scheduling. For traditional HPC and regular parallelism a micro-engine which support fine-grained regular parallelism is attractive, such as a GPU WARP. The table above captures a preliminary set of application clusters and corresponding 10x10 micro-engines. While the optimized design of the micro-engine implementations is the subject of future work, we sketch several of the micro-engines to convey the opportunity for customization and concomitant benefit in energy efficiency and performance.
Mapping Application Clusters to Micro-engines
Irregular Graph -Local micro-engine. The impact of long memory latencies and the block memory structure cause irregular, dynamic graph applications to execute poorly on sequential and parallel machines -using memory bandwidth and the processing pipe inefficiently. This class of applications includes sparse matrices, graphs, social networks, semantic networks, etc. Source and library optimizations can produce 16-32x speedups by reordering references based on application or library level information [27] , and systems such as Convey [28, 29] can deliver 50x improvements based on runtime prefetching and buffering, based on reference analysis of the source code. Energy efficiency can be improved by generating the references efficiently, ordering/organizing them to match the memory system, and lightweight data synchronization triggers when sufficient memory values for efficient computation. Some potential directions include decoupled access and execute architectures, and lightweight threading and synchronization architectures [30, 31] for dramatically higher performance.
Complex Task micro-engine. For decision class and high-level semantic analysis to reach actionable information, a distinctive characteristic of these applications is tree walking and search, pruning, semantic network maintenance, and many types of analysis. A critical bottleneck and cost is task management bothl within cores and across a large-scale machine. Extremely simple cores with lightweight threads and lightweight synchronization (Cyclops [31,32]) as well as specialized hardware structures customized for A* or appropriate search task queueing and prioritization coupled with the task scheduling mechanisms increase efficiency. Eliminating core complexity and queueing and synchronization cost should produce an energy-efficiency improvement of 10x [31] .
Image/Media micro-engine. Media and image processors spend significant time manipulating short data values (8, 16 , or another # of bits) in packed representations, and with data-type specific operations -thresholding, scaling, shifting, etc. Special operations dealing with these datatypes, packed representations, compression, and short vector parallelism can increase efficiency significantly [33, 34] . Several major elements of traditional microprocessors are not required -floating point -ops and register files and instructions, complex instruction, system management instructions, and sophisticated dynamic parallelism detection (ooo or superscalar). Smaller instruction sets (16 bit encoding), smaller instruction caches, and register files bring further gains in energy efficiency compared to a traditional 64-bit integer/FP superscalar core. Key operations such as small building-block FFT's might receive direct hardware support. A range of published examples suggest that 10-50x greater energy efficiency gains are easily accessible [15, 16] . Overheads may be further reduced by 3-4x with macro-instructions which combine sets of operations in common computational idioms -reducing instruction fetch, decode, and issue overhead.
Bit/Symbol micro-engine. Bit-manipulation applications have long been a target of FPGA based customization and special instructions/operations, and delivered efficiency improvements of 10-100x. We will design a customized micro-engine which exploits bit-level manipulation across multiple operations, dramatically increasing energy efficiency and performance.
Scalar and GPU Warp micro-engine. These are likely to be conventional designs, developed over years by the research community and industry to efficiently execute scalar and GPU-parallel codes with high performance and energy efficiency. Because the 10x10 cores (each with 10 micro-engines) will be tiled in a full system, the analogous piece of a GPU would be a single "WARP"or core.
Several themes emerge for customizing and conserving energy in the micro-engines. First is the use of restricted operations and data types matched to domain (simpler, and avoid composite constructions, match precision to need). This allows simplification of the datapath -smaller register files (size and width) and ALU (operations and width), discarding in some cases large quantities of logic and storage (e.g. the entire floating point or SSE part of processor). In addition, a smaller set of instructions allows us to use shorter instruction formats, simpler decoding, smaller instruction buffer or cache, and so on. Second are customized operations crafted to implement common behaviors efficiently, matching them to the hardware (e.g. irregular reference). Third, while not discussed here, we will analyze expression trees and code traces for key applications to design special "multi-operation" instructions which enable execution with higher energy efficiency by eliminating instruction execution overhead, reducing the number of register file accesses, and reducing pipeline overhead (see [35] ). Good examples include block and string symbol operations. Finally, it is useful to combine instructions that involve things beyond computation or adding lightweight primitives (data synchronization, task queueing) which reduce overheads and eliminate instructions.
Software for 10x10 Architectures
As compiler technology has advanced over several decades, micro-architectures have grown in complexity (issue, pipeline, memory), but compilers struggled to span this gap, managing the underlying hardware complexity to deliver performance. To achieve success, architecture features had to be carefully designed, and compilers exploited detailed understanding of the hardware. Nonetheless, in many cases, automatic, seamless spanning of this gap has proven challenging. Recently, many successful research and commercial approaches have taken specialized approaches -employing specialized libraries hand-crafted by architecture and algorithm experts [36] and semiautomatic techniques that intelligently explore the performance space, empirically selecting the best-performing approach from a parameterized implementation [37] .
The emerging heterogeneity as evidenced in GPU's and SoC accelerators (media, crypto, etc.) is beyond the reach of these techniques, requiring new explicit approaches to managing both the use of heterogeneous accelerators, including explicit code and data partitioning as well as customized algorithm selection and expression. Examples of explicit code and data partitioning frameworks include CUDA and OpenCL [38, 39] where programmers explicitly label procedures for execution on the CPU or GPU, and can further subdivide and place computations on compute threads within the GPU. Data can be partitioned and placed in the separate memories, and because these systems have historically not included a shared memory, the placement of computation implied a placement (and movement) of the data. Explicit control is required because the choices are all performance critical. 10x10 software can exploit all of these maturing techniques (library, auto-tuning, and explicit management) to exploit heterogeneous hardware for better energy efficiency and performance. In fact, we expect all of these techniques will be both more successful and require less effort on 10x10 architectures because the deep integration of 10x10 micro-engines into a shared memory hierarchy eliminates the performance sensitivity to data partitioningthere isn't any. In addition, because our 10x10 micro-engines will be architected with the goal of being efficiently targetable, we are optimistic that many aspects of custom algorithm selection and expression will not be required. While these arguments suggest that 10x10 software will require no greater effort than existing and emerging heterogeneous platforms, we are optimistic that in the future the productive programming effort for 10x10 systems can be much lower. First, we expect that programming effort for partitioning can be gradually automated as compiler technology improves. Second, we believe that advanced software techniques such as those embodied in Transmeta, Java VM, Debik VM, CLR, OpenCL, etc.) will mature in the future to enabling a much more open view of software portability which reaches beyond todays ABI compatibility, and enables flexible, portable, energy efficient software.
Related Work
Systems-on-Chip (SoC's) which integrate multiple computational engines are an idea close to 10x10, but distinguished by the software and hardware design process. Compute engines on an SoC are typically glued together and interact via a shared off-chip DRAM, producing a loosely-coupled architecture. Programming of SoC's is typically done separately for each of the compute engines (and a very explicit view of the hardware specifics) and then the software glued together at a high level. As a result, SoC's have not developed the integrated software approach that 10x10 represents, and the type of architectural stability and evolution that enables development of a unified software tool set and characterizes mainstream microprocessors. Further, because SoC's continue to be driven towards flexibility late in the design (late binding, tied to performance, royalties, etc.), we suspect that they will not develop the sort of architecture and software stability which is the objective of 10x10.
Custom computing has been synonymous with discrete FPGA's, and a sizable community have explored the performance advantages of customization for over a decade [6] . Because FPGA's excel in unstructured bit-level manipulation provide the capability to hard-wire computational structure (data flow, control flow), and scale up computation (many ALU's), there are numerous applications where an FPGA implementation can outperform a traditional microprocessor. However, FPGA-based solutions have failed to achieve widespread adoption, much less displace mainstream microprocessors, because of their inherent speed and energy disadvantages (when compared to custom hard-wired design) and the difficulty of application development of FPGA-based solutions. Notably, key former advocates are questioning the capability of FPGA-based systems to "ever catch up".
The rise of heterogeneity is evidenced in the increasing popularity of hybrid systems which incorporate new kinds of accelerators, increasing peak performance per watt significantly at a cost in programming effort. Examples include IBM's CELL accelerator [40] , Graphics processing units programmed with CUDA and OpenCL [38, 39] , and most recently, integrated CPU/GPU systems on the same chip [41, 42] Research studies have explored more integrated configurable logic, exploring pipeline integration for compute intensive loops [43] , customized cores for different workloads [44] , and even tuning energy efficiency by "compiling" the hot routines into configurable logic [45] . These approaches all reflect the same energy-scaling/speed challenges that 10x10 addresses, but do not take a systematic architectural approach tied to custom hard-wired VLSI design. Recently, as the need for focus on energyefficiency has become clear, there have been studies on the cost of general purpose architecture which compare to accelerator/ASIC [15] , and extreme new approaches for microprocessor implementation which achieve 30x energy improvement [16] . These efforts are complementary to the 10x10 approach, and their results support the progress of developing 10x10 architectures.
Summary and Future Work
As described extensively in [4] , the properties of CMOS technology scaling have changed dramatically, and the architecture and software of computing systems must respond to the new realities of energy efficiency as a critical goal, slower transistors, and a continuing bounty of transistor density. These changes are stressing existing software paradigms by demanding dramatically higher parallelism, creating an opportunity for heterogeneity in architecturecustomization for greater performance and energy efficiency. 10x10 is a new paradigm which allows architects and system designers to systematically study and cluster application structure, and map it into customized architecture in a structured fashion. This new paradigm is required because the traditional, 90x10 paradigm obscures this structure -by design -in its focus on general-purpose architecture. This allows customization to be exploited systematically, and managed to stability from an architectural perspective. The 10x10 paradigm gives rise to a new type of architecture, in which multiple customized micro-engines are both higher performance and more energy efficient. In addition, the systematic management of heterogeneity that the 10x10 paradigm provides enables existing software tool chains to be leveraged. We have outlined one application of the 10x10 paradigm to the SPEC and Berkeley Motif benchmarks which gives rise to a seven micro-engine 10x10 architecture.
We are only at the beginning for 10x10. Numerous future research challenges remain, including many questions about application clustering and micro-engines. What is the right balance of generality and customization? How do we optimize performance, energy efficiency, and of course the ability to leverage existing software tool chains? By doing real implementation studies, what are the critical implementation costs (sharing of the L1 caches, tile size stretch?, ability to rapidly power on/off) and do these mitigate some of the 10x10 benefits? Of course there are chiplevel issues of memory hierarchy and parallel coordination -how do we partition/fuse memory system and compute system customization? Should there be special support for coordination across the micro-engines on a chip? How much overall energy efficiency and performance opportunity is exposed by 10x10, and how much of it is tapped by the software tool chain? At what granularity can we execute efficiently (energy and code path/time) across microengines? How do we partition/schedule to exploit the heterogeneity? These are just a few, and if anything, each question we answer raises more interesting questions for future 10x10 paradigm studies and 10x10 architectures.
